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NICARAGUAN IMPORT CHARGES

Temporary Increase in Customs Duties

The following communication dated 14 April 1959 from the Government of
Nicaragua was received on 8 May¦:

"The Congress of the Republic of Nicaragua has enacted a Law (appended
hereto) containing certain provisions relating to International trade and
which therefore bear some relationship to the General Agreement. The Law
provides for the following:

"Subsidy for Cotton Production. A subsidy of 100 cordobas per manzana
under cotton will be paid for the 1958/59 crop year; a subsidy of 9 cordobas
per quintal held by the cotton pool in 1957/58 will be paid with a view to
alleviating the situation of producers resulting from the fall in international
cotton prices. This subsidy will not be paid for the 1959/60 crop year.

.

"Rate of Exchange, A standard exchange rate of 7 cordobas to us$1
will be applied for all export categories.

"Consular Duties. The rate of consular duties will be increased from
5 to 7 per cent of the f.o.b. value of imports.

"Customs Duties. Customs duties applicable to more than 500 tariff items
will be increased by 5, 10 or 15 per cent of the c.i.f. value; half of the
country's total imports will be affected by this measure.

"The decline in the international prices of coffee and cotton, which
alone account for 70 per cent of the country's exports, has been so heavy
that the Government is forced to take the above-mentioned emergency measures,
The Government's aim is to offset the loss in revenue resulting from the
abolition of export duties on coffee, to finance the payment of subsidies for
cotton production and, by restricting imports, to forestall the imminent
threat of a serious decline in the country's monetary reserves.

¦notification of the proposed measures was conveyed to the contracting
parties in GATT/AIR/147.
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"Request. Through the Executive Secretary of GATT, the Government of
Nicaragua requests authority from the CONTRACTING PARTIES to increase
the duties on items negotiated with the contracting parties, This
request is justified for the following reasons:

1. Under Article XII of the General Agreement, Nicaragua is
entitled to impose quantitative restrictions on imports, in
order to forestall an imminent threat of a serious decline in
its monetary reserves.

2, The drop in world prices of its main export items (coffee and
cotton) indicates in itself that serious balance-of-payments
difficulties are threatening.

3. Since the increase in duties affects 50 per cent of imports,
the Nicaraguan Government deemed it fair to extend such increase
to the tariff items negotiated under the General Agreement,
considering that the increase was effected on the basis of
essentiality, and without any discrimination between sources of
supply.

4. The increase in duties as set forth below, will in no way alter
the margin of preference in respect of GATT negotiated Items.

5. The Nicaraguan Government, in raising the duties on GATT
negotiated items, rather than resort to quantitative restrictions.
undertakes to eliminate such increases by gradual stages as the
threat of a decline in its monetary reserves decreases.

"The Government of Nicaragua therefore applies to the CONTRACTING
PARTIES for authority to increase duties on GATT negotiated items, as
follows:

Duties applicable to the following items will be increased by
5 per cent of the c.i.f. value:

721 - 19 - 03
732 - 03 - 02
734 - 01 - 00

Duties applicable to the following items will be increased by
10 per cent of the c.i.f value:

022 01 - 01 - 2
048 - 02 - 00
721 - 02 - 00
721 - 04 - 02
721 - 04 - 04
721 - 19 - 07
732 - 01 - 01
732 - 06 - 00 - 8
899 - 17 - 08 - 1
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Duties applicable to the following items will be
15 per cent of the c.i.f. value:

075 - 01 - 00 -O1 654 - 01 - 01- 1
075 - 02 - 05 - 1 654 - 01-01-2
112 - 01 - 03 654- 01-02-1
112 - 04 - 04 - 1 654- 01-02- 2
112- 04 - 04 - 3 665 - 02 - 00 -1
412 - 05- 00 714- 01- 00
533 - 03 - 01 - 1 714- 02 - 02
533 - 03 - 01 - 2 714- 02 - 03
533 - 03 - 02 721- 19 - 02-1
653 - 05 - 02 - 2 734- 03 - 00
653 - 05 - 02 - 3 841 - 01 - 03
653 - 05 - 02 - 4 862 - 01 - 02
653- 05 - 03- 3 863- 01 - 00 - 2
653 - 06 - 00 - 1

increased by

"In view of the urgency of this measure, the increased rates will
be charged provisionally as of the present date."


